ACROSS
1. Five Guys rival
11. Song and dance
15. Outside eating spot
16. City on Utah Lake
17. Back-to-school sales time
18. Australian rock?
19. 1982 Loretta Lynn album
20. "The Light Around the Body" poet Robert
21. Champions League chant, maybe
23. Its state flag says "Battle Born": Abbr.
24. Injures
26. Ottoman dynasty founder
27. Boreal forest
29. They're just getting started
31. Small price to pay?: Abbr.
32. Pirated music?
34. Resembling "Paradise Regained," say
36. Bohr model representation
38. "Charlie's Angels" star
39. Criticized harshly
43. Big activity
47. Mouse hunter
48. Second showing
50. Inexperienced
51. Gymnastics event
53. Footwear with holes in them
55. Operation Overlord loc.
56. Away from the weather
58. Inspired stuff
59. Read quickly
60. Assassin's Creed assassin
61. 1980 triple album by The Clash
64. Browns
65. 2020 election topic
66. Focaccia herb
67. "Don't go"

DOWN
1. Bone braces
2. City in Miami-Dade County
3. Yogurt brand
4. Gonitis locale
5. Berliner's cooler
6. Device with a rebreather
7. NASCAR racer Denny
8. Private parent
9. ___-Lo Green
10. Big name in syrup
11. Succulents for creams
12. Car collector
13. Forebrain sections
14. Disciple's quality?
22. Pointers that some need help discovering
24. Concern
25. Potter's material
28. Make like a beaver
30. Feeling under the weather
33. Story time?
35. Pervasive quality
37. Soldier of fortune, informally
39. "The Americans" extras
40. Celebration that starts on December 26
41. Avoiding detection
42. Popularizer of the word "schnozzola"
44. Glimpses surreptitiously
45. Actress Wright of "Black Panther"
46. Freak occurrence
49. "You got me"
52. Not stringent
54. Steals liberally
57. Invitation request
59. Virtual personas
62. Old CD-ROM distributor
63. Bill who said "science is the best idea humans have ever had"